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Ma Deuce, “this is a must-have if you want to understand SMAW / arc welding. This book is
amazing. It explains the theory necessary to understand why welds behave as they do and the
techniques necessary to weld strong, accurate structures. It covers all the topics important to
being a successful welder that are almost always overlooked by the DIY/backyard/barn welding
books.I bought mine used; it was published in 1973. This book is from the golden age of
technical writing. Clear, black and white drawings precisely depict their subject. The authors
aren't afraid to present both theory and practice in a clear and in-depth manner. Most of all, they
expect their reader to be both intelligent and motivated -- some of the content isn't the easiest
going. If the reader takes the time to read, re-read, and reason through the book, you'll end up
with a wonderful mental model of welding that will serve you well.”

Ryan, “Machinery's Handbook of welding. An outstanding reference. I am a hobbyist learning a
few welding processes, but wanted to take a measured approach and was disappointed by the
fragmented and unreliable information available online (largely regurgitated second-or-third-
hand information on forums and blog posts). I consider this book to be the Machinery's
Handbook of welding, but with even more written context and history information in addition to
the reference information in tabular and figure form.While it would have been neat to buy an
older edition of this text, I leaned towards a newer one since the alloys and analysis techniques
have likely evolved over time (as well as a few welding processes themselves, as compared to
the 40s or 50s editions of this text)”

greg platz, “very good resource for designers, engineers and weld shops. helpful breakdown of
steel alloys, types of cast irons, stainless steels and the filler types to use with each. also
detailed process on pre and post heating for high carbon steel and cast welding. design
guidelines and methods for minimizing distortion in fabrication.”

Steven O'Harra, “applications and best practices for all forms of Arc Welding (to include .... What
an outstanding reference manual. I have a considerable library of AWS manuals but this
reference provides an invaluable description, history, applications and best practices for all
forms of Arc Welding (to include submerged arc, SMAW, GTAW GMAW, dual shield). I believe
this to be a must for any weld shop and an invaluable reference for any welder. Steven L. O'Harra
AWS #29260”

Brad, “Must have for the beginner, all of the seasoned welders already have it.. In a nut shell, if
you have a welder at home or are taking a welding class you need this book, period.This book
was on the syllabus for a welding class I took. This book will quickly become the best tool in your
welding box. It covers almost every possible welding scenario you will encounter.Although it may
not be up to date on some of the newest welding technology, it still has very useful information



regarding 95% of the welding you will encounter.I still refer to this book often.”

kbjedgar, “No more shooting in the dark. A great book to learn more about the welding process.
It was recommended by a welding instructor at the local tech school. It was at a good price and
am I ever glad I got it. Now I'm not shooting in the dark when it comes to welding around my tree
farm.”

Matteo J., “Five Stars. a classic.”

Dakota, “I recommend. Very useful, quick delivery”
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